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Figure 1: a) Eyecam is an alternative anthropomorphic design of conventional webcams, b) which draws inspiration from
the human eye morphology to c) exaggerate the sensing capacities of webcams like face detection, and d) foster affective
relationships.

ABSTRACT

CCS CONCEPTS

We are surrounded by sensing devices. We are accustomed to them,
appreciate their benefits, and even create affective bonds and might
neglect the implications they might have for our daily life. By presenting Eyecam, an anthropomorphic webcam mimicking a human
eye, we challenge conventional relationships with ubiquitous sensing devices and call to re-think how sensing devices might appear
and behave. Inspired by critical design, Eyecam is an exaggeration
of a familiar sensing device which allows for critical reflections on
its perceived functionalities and its impact on human-human and
human-device relations. We identify 5 different roles Eyecam can
take: Mediator, Observer, Mirror, Presence, and Agent. Contributing
design fictions and thinking prompts, we allow for articulation on
privacy awareness and intrusion, affect in mediated communication,
agency and self-perception along with speculation on potential futures. We envision this work to contribute to a bold and responsible
design of ubiquitous sensing devices.

• Human-centered computing → Interaction design theory,
concepts and paradigms; Interaction devices; • Applied computing → Media arts.
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1

INTRODUCTION

Today’s interfaces have long transcended the traditional desktop
setup and learned to sense and comprehend their environments. We
are surrounding ourselves with an ever increasing number of sensing devices, ranging from cameras to smart speakers and motion
sensing radar chips. They allow for object detection and recognition [55], natural interactions using speech [83], hand or body
gestures [103], and for creating interactive rooms [40, 108], surfaces [100, 107] to furniture [92] and garments [34]. We encounter
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these sensing devices everywhere: in public, at our workplace, and
inside our homes and living spaces. They have become ubiquitous.
Simultaneously, ubiquitous sensing devices are becoming invisible and morph into our daily lives, up to a point where we
are unaware of their presence and stop questioning how they look,
sense, and act. This is alarming, because the way ubiquitous sensing
devices are designed can have implications on
-

how aware we are of what our surroundings,
how we communicate with others,
how we behave and how we perceive our selves,
how comfortable and safe we feel in public and private surroundings, and
- how we interact with sensing devices and vice versa.
As a result, it is important to challenge conventional design assumptions and strategies to evaluate what other options of designing
technology can be pursued to positively engage with everyday individual and societal life. In light of this, it is timely to rethink and reconceptualize the relationship between humans and sensing devices
through novel design alternatives. To this end, we decided to single
out one specific sensing device – the webcam. Everyone is highly
familiar with this device, and it is widely-used, making it highly
relatable. Hence, everybody can participate in a discussion about
it and contribute with their personal experiences, thereby facilitating an inclusive discussion on the design of human-technology
relations.
In addition, webcams, as image sensing devices, are interesting to
study because of their ambiguity: they are both essential to (video)
communication over a distance [63], as well as a potential cause of
disturbance [86] and a privacy hazard [80]. We sought to re-think
the conventional design of webcams (Figure 1-a) to emphasize the
potential implications sensing has on its user and other people. For
this purpose, we leveraged the similarity of its basic function with
the human eye: seeing and observing.
Taking inspiration from critical design [5, 22] and anthropomorphic interfaces [93, 95], we create Eyecam as a physical instantiation
of the implications an exemplary sensing device can have for a human. To this end, Eyecam exaggerates concealed functionalities
using anthropomorphic metaphors (e.g., field of view, capturing
turned on). Modeled on the human eye morphology (Figure 1 - b),
Eyecam comprises an actuated eyeball with a pupil replaced with a
camera, actuated eyelids and actuated eyebrows whose combined
movements enable human-like behaviors. By making it physical,
Eyecam makes abstract concepts more tangible and illustrative.
The exaggeration of its appearance captures attention and triggers
spontaneous reactions and critical reflections.
Our rationale behind designing Eyecam in this way was two-fold.
Firstly, to create a contrast to the current trend of increasingly unobtrusive sensing devices, we aimed to learn from the opposite, a
clearly “seeing” device. We achieve this by presenting a speculative,
anthropomorphic instantiation based on the the human eye, thereby
leverage the tacit knowledge we have of the human act of seeing.
Secondly, Eyecam continues and joins prior research themes of
the individual authors, including antropomorphism [93–95], (self)expression and perception [91] and privacy awareness [48, 90].
Originating from these diverse perspectives, this work broaches
critical (social) issues around the ubiquity of sensing devices in
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breadth and by providing novel overview perspective that is contextualized, compared, and contrasted with prior work. As a result,
Eyecam does not directly explore the impact of anthropomorphic
design, but proposes to use anthropomorphism as a new (uncanny)
tool for speculation.
Our work falls in line with research efforts in HCI transcending mere usability of devices to encompass emotions, values and
affects, and the increasing interest in ethical [77], social [46, 47],
and privacy [2, 74, 80] issues with ubiquitous sensing devices. Yet,
in contrast to prior work, we use anthropomorphic design to take
a speculative turn, challenging the reader to imagine themselves
interacting with Eyecam, actively contribute to the debate, and speculate and iterate on potential futures. To this end, we contribute
Eyecam as a plug-and-play physical prototype that can be re-used,
re-built, or re-purposed. We further contribute five provocative
design fictions which explore different types of behavior of our
prototype. These open up a debate on plausible and implausible
ways future sensing devices might be designed.
Through these fictions, we identify five different roles of Eyecam’s design: Eyecam as an Observer, a Mediator in remote communications, a Mirror of the self, an Ambient Presence acting as
Genius Loci, and an autonomous Agent. Through design scenarios
revolving around the provocative design of Eyecam, we discuss
the relevance of privacy awareness and intrusion, affect in mediated
communication, self-perception, and agency beyond the realm of
desktop working environments and video capturing systems, and
sketch potential futures relating to ubiquitous sensing devices.
With this work we intend to broaden the discourse on sensing
technologies to include affective aspects, allow to further articulate
social and ethical challenges, and spark speculations on artifact
aestheticism and function. Finally, we envision this work to contribute to both a bold and responsible design of cameras and other
ubiquitous sensing devices.

2

BACKGROUND

While multiple relevant arguments presented by prior work are
woven in with our design fictions, we opt to highlight the essential
areas of contact here, in a dedicated background section. We outline
relevant background information on webcams and other sensing
devices in HCI, systems utilizing eye gaze for interaction, anthropomorphic interfaces as well as methods using artifact design for
reflection.

2.1

Cameras and other Sensing Devices

The proliferation of sensing devices into diverse areas of daily life
relates to research in HCI on sensing methods that enable novel
ways of interacting [53, 100, 103, 107, 108]. In particular, cameras
have a long history of being employed in interactive systems. For
instance, they are used to realize visual tracking [43], object or face
detection [101]. Camera-based assistance in everyday use cases,
early-on envisioned and implemented by Mann as ‘Sixth Sense’ [60],
is nowadays ubiquitously available, e.g., as part of Google Lens [37]
or Microsoft’s Seeing AI [39]. In addition, interactive systems often employ cameras that exceed the visual range of the human
eye. For instance, RGB-D cameras such as the Kinect (c.f., Jones
et al. [40]) operate in the human perceptible and the near infrared
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spectrum, thermal cameras [82] in the far infrared spectrum, invisible to the human eye. As a result, the line between cameras as
human-operated, picture-taking device, and as a powerful sensor
that actually ‘sees’ its environment, become increasingly blurred.
We elaborate on this theme using Eyecam as example.
As a second major area of interest, HCI has researched the effects ubiquitous sensing has on humans. Here, prior work looked
into the use of wearable sensor devices, e.g., smart glasses in public spaces [18, 46, 86], lifelogging [45, 80], and ubiquitous sensing
in smart home applications [66, 77, 88, 105]. Most related to our
paper, a string of research by Pierce et al. [73–77] sought to investigate “network anxieties” caused by always-on sensing in domestic
environments using speculative design scenarios. His playful camera prototypes [73, 77] explore reassuring metaphors preventing
information leaks, including curtains, cages and caps, as well as
unpredictable autonomous sensing devices, e.g., a camera riding
a Roomba [75]. These prototypes all have a clean, minimal and
industrial aesthetic. By employing exaggeration and anthropomorphic design, Eyecam complements and extends this prior design
research.

2.2

Privacy and Security Issues with Webcams

Webcams pose a potential privacy hazard as they might capture
activities that their user (or other depicted persons) would not want
to be recorded [16]. Their surreptitious and ubiquitous nature facilitates misuse including the secretive observation of others in
the home, e.g., intimate partners or other family members [13, 51],
as well as attacks on other internet service users, so-called webcam trolling [49]. These issues intensify, as effective locators or
feedback mechanisms (as demanded by Song et. al. [88]) are sparse
and image masking techniques (e.g., blur filtration) fail to provide
sufficient protection [64]. The webcam status LED, build-in with
commodity notebooks, is the most common status indicator. Yet,
it has been shown to be spoofable [11], and insufficiently noticeable and understandable [79]. In response to this danger of being
surreptitiously watched, users have been observed to block their webcam’s view with stickers or sliding covers [57, 58]. A guidebook of
such “countermeasures” also extending to other, non-visual sensors
has been proposed by Angus [59] who illustrates how to deceive
a magnetometer and how to disable a smart phone’s microphone
using a manipulated audio jack. Similarly, the use of perceptually
intuitive physical solutions using eye-lid or curtain metaphors has
been proposed to improve understandability [15, 48, 77, 90]. Eyecam
takes up these insights and implements the eye metaphor as design,
following the Tangible Privacy [2] principles.

2.3

Eye Gaze for Interaction

The human eye gaze is crucial to convey non-verbal social cues.
The temporal dynamics of gaze can improve communication, for
instance by modulating social cognition and behaviour [14], influencing attention and engagement [84] and desire to communicate
[24, 33]. Moreover, in combination with facial features such as eyebrow movements, eye gaze can convey pro-social emotions [56].
The importance of gaze has also been explored extensively in robotics [1] and with virtual agents [26]. The aesthetic and tangibility
of the eyes are an important trait for anthropomorphism [21] and
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are beneficial for embodiment and familiarity. While social gaze
communicates social engagement, a deictic gaze communicates
task-related referential information [106] and can be used to guide
the user’s actions.
While human gaze was largely explored in the context of humanrobot interactions, to the best of our knowledge, it was never explored in the context of ubiquitous sensing devices. With Eyecam
we demonstrate how one can leverage the human gaze to better
communicate the interaction design of ubiquitous sensors, and
foster affective communication with them.

2.4

Anthropomorphic Interfaces

Anthropomorphism in HCI relates to the attribution of human characteristics to inanimate objects with the goal to help us rationalise
their actions [21]. Persson [70] considers anthropomorphism as
being a multi-layered phenomenon, and highlight the fact that the
aliveness perception of the interface is conveyed mainly through
actuation and movement, look-and feel and through a perceived
inner behaviour of the device. While using anthropomorphism is
common for the design of social robots and can benefit interaction
[12, 41, 52], explorations of anthropomorphic cues for the design
of conventional everyday devices are less common.
In the HCI literature such examples are often encountered in
the area of shape changing interfaces. Here, traditional objects are
designed to communicate a sense of agency through movement
[9, 96]. Research has shown that traditional non-verbal behaviour
can be mimicked through simple actuation, such as communicating
attention or aversion through body-posture inspired movements
[31], convey aliveness through life-like signals such as breathing
rhythms [30, 69] or present emotions through shape and shape
dynamics [91]. Recent work proposed re-thinking or extending the
form factor of usual interactive devices to produce an anthropomorphic look-and-feel. For instance, Teyssier et al. proposed to augment
touch devices with artificial realistic human skin [95] or augment
phones with realistic finger-shaped attachment [93], while Park et
al. proposed to augment mobile devices with animal-like antennas
[68]. These approaches leverage knowledge of human behavior to
convey intuitive interactions. Similar to this approach, we argue
that morphological cues are a key component for conveying and
exacerbating interaction capabilities. In this paper, we use the term
Anthropomorphic Affordances to refer to the tacit knowledge of
the interaction cues and capabilities that are conveyed through a
human-like appearance [25].

2.5

Artifact Design to Reflect on our
Relationships with Sensing Devices

Historically, CHI has a tradition of using prototype design to perform empirical studies of firsthand use. However, there is a growing
interest of using new artifacts to reflect on our relation with technology itself. While this perspective was traditionally deployed
through the lens of philosophy [99], this practice can now thrive
through design fiction, [10, 109] and critical and speculative design [22]. We opt for a different approach than speculative fictions
through imaginary devices [10] by fabricating a proof-of-concept
tangible and functional prototype. Creating a physical artifact allows researchers and users to experience the device and discuss
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their experience with others to generate discussions [19]. With this
approach, previous work demonstrated for instance the benefits of
designing counter-functional interfaces [76], or even uncomfortable
interactions [8].
Similar to the critique of Ubiquitous Computing through science
fictions scenarios by Dourish and Bell [20], Eyecam aims to point
out societal issues of the current challenges of technology, challenge
the established convention [5], while questioning implicit themes
in sensor design research.

a
c
b

3

EYECAM, ANTHROPOMORPHIC WEBCAM

e

The physical design is central in our work. The artifact design
and look and feel result from the coupling between functional and
aesthetic considerations as well as technological constraints. In this
section, we discuss our design considerations, and the physiological
and behavioral design of Eyecam. We also provide insight on the
iterative design process.

3.1

d

Design Considerations

We had the following three primary goals for the implementation
of Eyecam: 1) fabricate a fully functional proof-of-concept tangible
device to experience it, 2) preserve conventional webcam functionalities, 3) support anthropomorphic affordances through appearance
and motions.
1. Tangible Proof-of-concept Artifact. Creating a physical prototype
is not mandatory to reflect on the usage of a device, yet it is seen
as a commitment to the idea [72]. The physical presence of an anthropomorphic agent has more impact on our behavior [52], hence
a tangible prototype allowed us to experience it and concretely experiment with the look-and-feel of this device to foster discussion.
Eyecam is not only a fully functional prototype, but all information for others to replicate it is freely available, making Eyecam an
open platform for experimentation. We encourage designers and
researchers to replicate our device, create novel interactions with it,
and reflect on the relations they have with such a device to shape
new experiences1 .
2. Preserve Conventional Webcam Functionalities. In the last decades,
the form factors of USB Tethered webcams have marginally evolved.
These devices are familiar to us, and we understand their roles in
our computing space as well as their functionalities. To emphasize
their role in our lives without radically changing it, the design
of Eyecam crosses the traditional form-factor of a webcam with a
human eye. Like traditional webcams, Eyecam can be placed on a
computer, facing the user, or Eyecam could be used in a living room
to enable remote social communications with relatives, integrating larger social circles. Either way, Eyecam behaves as expected
of a commodity device. It plugs into a computer via USB and is
recognized as a camera.
3. Provide Anthropomorphic Cues. To promote social interaction
through human-likeness and to foster familiarity, we chose to reproduce the human eye. The eyes serve as social emotional display,
hence are a critical trait for anthropomorphism [21]. We particularly want to emphasize on reactive human gaze dynamics and
1 We

d

provide our code and implementation materials at https://marcteys.github.io/
eyecam/

f

g

Figure 2: We manufactured Eyecam from a 3D-printed body
(a), which we equipped with six servo motors for actuation
(b). The servo motors are mechanically connected to the eyebrows and the eyeball (c). We created a realistic eyeball and
iris encompassing the camera (d). The skin layer was molded
in pigmented silicone (e), and augmented with hair implants
(f) to generate a human-like impression (g). More details on
the prototype hardware and material for replication can be
found online1 .
expressive eyebrow movements. An important consideration for
anthropomorphism is the level of realism. Designers usually intend
to avoid falling into the Uncanny Valley. In contrast, we embrace
the uncanny valley by intentionally provoking it through an out-ofbody and out-of-context body part, to shine a spotlight on critical
issues hidden in ubiquitous sensing.
The implementation of Eyecam follows high-level principles
derived from the field of social robotics [21] and commonly used
for anthropomorphic and human-like technologies. It comprises
physiological and behavioral aspects.

3.2

Physiological Design: Fabricating a Human
Eye

While anthropomorphic affordances can be present even in abstract representations [91], creating an artifact with high levels of
realism removes levels of abstraction, fostering both a direct interpretation of anthropomorphic cues and a visceral response [70].
Consequently the physiological design of Eyecam replicates human
characteristics and capabilities as realistically as possible, including
the look-and-feel of the interface, the way it is actuated and the
way it senses.
Human-like Appearance. Eyecam’s form factor is inspired by a realsize human eye’s anatomy (Figure 2g). It is composed of three main
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parts: the skin layer, the musculoskeletal system and the eyeball.
The skin layer is made with skin-pigmented silicone (Ecoflex00-30),
reproduced after a manually sculpted human eye shape (Figure 2e).
To enhance the realism, human hair is implanted in the silicone for
the eyebrows and eyelashes (Figure 2f). This skin layer fits on a
3D printed eye skeleton with embedded servo motors for actuation
(Figure 2a and 2b). Finally, a sphere with 24mm diameter – based
on typical measures of the human eye – is 3D printed to form the
eyeball (Figure 2d), and a miniature camera is inserted where the
pupil would be (Figure 2b). Unlike the human eye, the iris and pupil
radius have a fixed diameter (respectively 12mm and 6mm) defined
by the enclosure of the underlying camera sensor. Unlike traditional
robot building processes, we first sculpted a mock-up of the eye in
Plastiline, motivated by aestheticism only. This initial step helped
us define the artistic direction as well as the proportions. The base
was designed to clamp on top of computer screens (similar to a
webcam), the lateral limits were defined by the human eye to nose
bridge dimensions and the top by the eyebrow.

Eyecam, it is essential to maintain a familiar feeling and unconsciously induce personality traits through movements [70]. The
implementation of the behavioral aspect reproduces two major
aspects of the human behavior. Physiological unconscious behavior,
and conscious behavior. In both cases, we rely on underlying software developed in Unity3D, that implements a simple behaviour
model and controls the movement of each individual motor.

Actuation. To make Eyecam’s movements feel believable and natural, we mimic the eye’s muscle structure in positioning the actuation mechanisms: Eyecam is composed of six servo motors (HiTech
MG90s), selected for their fidelity to perform smooth and rapid
movements (Figure 2b). For the eyeball, we mimic four muscles.
One motor replicates the lateral motion of the lateral and medial
rectus while another replicates the vertical movements of the superior and inferior rectus. For the eyelids, we mimic the superior
and inferior levator palpebrae using one motor for each. For the
eyebrows, we replicate the effects of the corrugator supercilii muscles using one motor for each muscle. We use an Arduino Nano to
drive all the motors simultaneously. Initial actuation experiments
using on muscle-like contractions of shape memory alloys (SMAs)
indicated that these were too weak for prolonged use and that
controlling them was not sufficiently reliable. Micro servo motors
(such as the PZ-15320) were also tested, but proved insufficiently
powerful to mechanically move the silicone. As a result of these
considerations, we packed the motors and electronics as tightly as
possible to maintain the proportions. To this end, the motors are
positioned behind the eyeball, affecting the depth of Eyecam.

Conscious Behavior. Eyecam can adopt autonomous behavior and
reactive behavior to simulate aliveness. The autonomous behaviour
consists of imitating lifelike behavior independently of what is required of the specific interactive scenario [102]. For instance, the
motors are parametrically controlled to follow a series of movements, such as looking about or reaching predefined poses while
waiting for interaction. The device can also react to external stimuli,
such as the presence of users in front of it. This is performed on
background software processing, which interprets the image and
detects relevant features. This reactive behavior is often used in
robotics, and helps matching social norms, for example, by supporting conversation through appropriate gaze behavior [14]. The
choice of Eyecam’s behavior depends on interaction context and
the scenario implemented by the designer.

See and sense. To capture the eye vision, we place a small camera
(Zero Spy Camera ) in place of the iris, sensing a high resolution
image (720p60). We attach this camera to a Raspberry Pi Zero using
the CSI Interface. The Raspberry is used to emulate a webcam.
This allows Eyecam to act as a conventional plug-and-play webcam
which can be connected via USB port to allow computers. Users can
setup, configure and use Eyecam with any program or environment
which supports video input. We use OpenCV to process the image
flux for implementing various behaviours. Adding a webcam in
a human-sized eyeball impacts the inner mechanical structure of
the eyeball. It should accommodate the camera while allowing a
two-axis rotation, hence preventing the inclusion of the traditional
ball joint mechanism in the center of the eyeball.

3.3

Behavioral Design: Actuating a Human Eye

The design of Eyecam highlights both the functional and representational properties of an eye. To assign human characteristics to

Physiological Unconscious Behavior. The reproduction of human-like
unconscious movements must match what users expect of life-like
behavior. In our prototype, this principle is reflected through three
actions. First, Eyecam is always blinking. T The blinking is performed at a rate similar to the human blinking rate (varying in a
range from 1 to 2 second). The eyelids dynamically adapt to movements of the eyeball: when Eyecam looks up, the top eyelid opens
widely while the lower one closes completely. Finally, we reproduce
the eye saccades, by doing quick and subtle eyeball movements while
fixing a target. Blinking alone is often used with anthropomorphic
robots [50], yet the other two behaviour are equally important.

In addition to the low-level physiological unconscious behavior,
we implemented a control interface for programming high-level
conscious behavior. This control interface is optimized for prototyping and explore patterns of high level-level behavior, while Eyecam
maintains its low-level unconscious behavior characteristics.
Each design scenario presented in the following section implements one or several of those behavioral conditions. One advantage
of having high-level behaviors independent from the physiological unconscious ones is to favors serendipity: making errors while
programming conscious behaviors can lead to unexpected interactions with its low-level behaviors, creating new and unexpected
interaction scenarios.

4

DESIGNING ALTERNATIVE WEBCAM USES

To disrupt our perception of webcams – as an example of ubiquituous sensor – and to reflect on the corresponding human-artifact
relations, we used a design process inspired by speculative and
critical design [5, 17] and design fiction [10]. As common with
critical design, we did not follow a formal methodology [6], but
rather adopted a thinking-by-doing approach, where our insights
emerged from conversations within the research team and externals, from reflective physical prototyping [27] and experimentation
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with the prototypes as well as collected reactions to the videos. Design fiction allowed us to ideate on plausible as well as implausible
scenarios of use. In turn, by producing concrete interactive artifacts
we approached design as a thinking-by-doing activity and gained
insights from the “conversation with materials” [27]. Our initial interest was stirred by the human eye’s affective expressivity and how
humans (visually) perceive and interpret the world. As our intuition
was that hands-on creation would allow us to immerse ourselves
in interaction with the prototype and help gaining a deeper understanding, we developed the design fictions iteratively through regular discussions amongst the authors alongside developing Eyecam.
While our conceptual starting points were loosely focused around
Ihde’s theoretical framework of Human-Technology Relations [99],
engaging with the design of Eyecam and the finished implementation broadened our focus to also reflect on social (human-human)
issues, aspects of privacy in ubiquitous sensing [7], and agency [17].
Throughout these reflections, our exploration of various stages of
the prototype (or videos) was tightly interwoven with the physical
formation of Eyecam, which put different key aspects in focus: the
mechanics of the eyelids (Fig. 2b) pointed us to awareness of sensing, while speculation around the creation of human-device-bonds
and self-representations arose from skin shading (Fig. 2e); we experienced the prototype sitting in our lab - as an ambient presence.
These key aspects ultimately led us to identify five roles, which we
subsequently present as a non-exhaustive list: Mediator, Observer,
Mirror, Presence, and Agent.
The variety of roles presented here are representative of our
intricate relation towards devices and our perception of the capabilities of these tools. The roles are not mutually exclusive and
we acknowledge that the device can potentially, in turn, perform
several of these roles.
We structure the following sections as follows. The Imagine
sections represent design scenarios using Eyecam. They address
the reader as user of technology. They are not based on rigorous
empirical experiments but are critically informed from the authors’
analysis of the device operating and their experience with it. We
recommend readers watch the Video Figure beforehand as a complement to the written scenarios.
The Think about sections represent thinking prompts. They
address the reader as HCI researcher, developer or designer, and
call the reader to reflect on their practice and the implications
when designing a new sensing system. Acknowledging that we do
not have all answers ready, we include ourselves in this thinking
exercise asking “How might we...”, a common way to capture and
phrase open design challenges [38].

4.1

Observer: Eyecam revealing (un)awareness

Imagine your computer had eyes; imagine Eyecam replacing
your notebook’s webcam by being mounted on top of its display. When active, Eyecam’s eyelids are open with occasional
blinks; otherwise closed. When you are standing in the periphery, Eyecam might move its eyeball to adjust its field of view
to better take you in. You might take a step farther to avoid its
gaze. You can see if the camera is unexpectedly on. How does
it feel when Eyecam leers at you? Would you lend it to your kids?

Teyssier, et al.

Figure 3: Eyecam’s gaze adapts to follow the users around.
Webcams, as ‘seeing’ devices, are a potential privacy hazard. Yet,
in contrast to the human visual system, which indicates whether a
person is watching (open or closed eyelids) and where they are looking (gaze direction), the actual risk of ‘being seen’ is hard to gauge.
Cameras do not explicitly convey their internals: their status (i.e.,
turned on or off) is often unclear, as Status LEDs have been shown
to be only insufficiently noticeable and understandable [2, 48, 79],
and their field of view is not easily discernible. All this information,
however, would be essential to realize appropriate feedback and
control [7]. To reassure themselves of not being observed, many
webcam users thus resort to blocking their webcam’s view with
stickers or sliding covers [57, 58], a strategy that has been taken
up in the HCI literature and extended into solutions using eye-lid
or curtain metaphors in interactive systems [15, 48, 77, 90].
Here, Eyecam illustrates a trait that most sensor devices are (so
far) missing: its blink reflex signals activity, movement shows attention and conveys directionality (Figure 3). Eyecam can’t ‘see’
when its eyelids are closed, but can when they are opened. Yet, by
embodying an exaggerated version of the perceptually intuitive
‘eye-lid’ metaphor, Eyecam takes an admittedly ‘easy’ path which
is inaccessible to most other sensing devices. While the issue of
potential (un)awareness of sensing is not unique to webcams, the
trajectory sketched by the increasing miniaturization and disappearance of sensors highlights the issue’s breadth and impact, as
well as its challenge. We might speculate on potential futures, where
HCI and design research succeeds in surfacing such metaphors, and
in providing sensor awareness to users and bystanders; or we might
envision a more dystopian version of it, where the availability and
diversity of sensing devices outgrows our ability to come up with
comprehensible indicators, and everybody is ‘seen’ all the time,
everywhere.
Think about implications of indiscernible sensing.
Standing in the middle of a room we might find no indicators of –
for instance – a camera, or where it is placed, its direction and field
of vision. Often, it is not even discernible whether and how a digital
object at hand, e.g. smart speakers with built-in microphones, can
sense [2]. How might we make perceptible if and what it is sensing?
For other types of sensors this might even be a greater challenge. For
instance, motion sensing radar chips such as Google’s Soli [53, 103],
are not (yet) linked to a perceptually intuitive metaphor. How might
we use existing metaphors that communicate what it is doing? For
other sensing techniques, e.g., contact-based object recognition on
interactive fabrics [104], the convenient form factor might support
unobtrusiveness rather than awareness. How might we make use of
form, materiality, or aesthetics to foster privacy awareness?

Eyecam: Revealing Relations between Humans and Sensing Devices

4.2

Mediator: Eyecam augmenting
communication

Figure 4: a) Eyecam incarnates a remote user and reproduce
their eye gaze and eyebrow expressions. b) A user lend its
Eyecam doppelganger to his significant other.
Imagine Eyecam reproducing the gaze of the person you are
communicating with over a distance. Through Eyecam you could
know where the person is looking, Eyecam might also reproduce
their facial expression if the video stream quality drops. While
this feature would fill the gap between co-located and mediated
communication, would it be too invasive? We could go a step
further, where the appearance of Eyecam would match the appearance of the callers, making Eyecam an external and remote
extension of their bodies. Would we really perceive Eyecam as an
extension of a person’s body? Would you give an eye that looks
like yours to someone else?
The benefits of eye gaze for communication are known for a
long time, yet rarely used in traditional computing and sensing
devices. This can be explained easily, as it requires a tangible eye
[12]. In the context of remote communication, however, the benefits
of eye gaze are attenuated if not completely hampered. For instance,
it is complicated to know where a person is looking at through a
webcam, or the poor quality of the video stream can prevent us from
recognizing facial expressions and might impair the human-human
communication.
Using Eyecam, the eye gaze and eyebrows’ expression of the
remote partner can be detected and reproduced through the artifact
(Figure 4a). This feature could reproduce facial emotions to foster
mediated communication. It could also facilitate turn taking in a
multi-person call [33], reveal when a person is embarrassed by
the topic discussed [24], or enable the audience to see the speaker
looking at the background rather than focusing on you. It can
also bring back the lost interaction of the mutual look in the eye.
Eyecam becomes a physical extension of the remote users’ body
which enables users to “see through the eye”. Users could even
appropriate that to fabricate doppelgangers and share them with
relatives or friends (Figure 4b).
A perfect webcam would be one which vanishes from attention,
allowing the user to focus only on the person they are communicating with (see also [99]). Here, however, in an inversion of embodied
mediation, Eyecam inserts itself between the communicators, drawing attention away from the remote user and to itself. The eye might
even act as shield, removing workload from the user, by feigning
interest in a boring meeting.
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Think about what increases presence and creates empathy.
The ability to accurately infer a conversational partner’s thoughts
or feelings (so-called empathic accuracy) as well as one’s reaction to
them impacts how a relationship develops, whether we build trust
or mistrust: both in the physical world and online [23]. Yet, many
important social cues are missing online. How might we bridge the
gap between co-located and remote communication through behavioral devices? The transmission of more information (e.g. non-verbal
cues such as gaze direction, heart beat, breath) that might otherwise
pass unseen is an obvious solution, but comes with strings attached.
Sharing physiological signals with a (remote) conversational partner can generate closeness and spark empathy, but might also create
an image different of what the user might want to communicate
about their state of mind [28]. It remains an open question how
much sensing is needed to create empathy and what is “too much”.
How might we strike a balance between communicative and intrusive?

4.3

Mirror: Eyecam as self reflection

Figure 5: The user is falling asleep (a) and Eyecam is mimicking him (b) to emphasize his physical behavior.
Imagine you are working late at night in front of a bright
screen in a dim room. With a quick glance at the top of your
display, you see Eyecam on the verge of closing its eyelids, overwhelmed by fatigue. Would you not feel compassion for it? You
then realize it is mirroring your facial expression – it is time to
call it a day. Now, what if Eyecam would look angry because you
just had one of those everlasting meetings and felt like wasting
time. Would you deny your emotion and remove the device from
your display, or rather accept it and reflect on your emotional
state?
We are not always aware of our emotions or bodily experiences,
yet they influence the way we communicate, behave and effect our
overall well-being. Following somaesthetic design principles [35],
Eyecam can serve as a behavioral mirror to emphasize the users’
body state. This enables a constant visual and tangible feedback of
their bodily experiences. This role is the direct opposite of Eyecam
as a mediator; it highlights the self rather than the other.
In contrast with ad-hoc methods for reflection like the affective diary [89], Eyecam enables in-situ and timely feedback (see
Figure 5) building on devices like the breathing lamp [35]. Eyecam
constantly staring at the user, without blinking, may nudge the user
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into changing their blink behaviour. We take advantage of anthropomorphism to create a direct one-to-one mapping. By mimicking
parts of the user’s facial expression, behaviors of the user and the
device are coupled hence Eyecam embodies the mental state of the
user. At the same time, Eyecam acts in the background to avoid
disrupting the user’s attention, however still providing subtle cues.
Think about what reflects our self and external images.
Just like mirror, sensing devices can reflect what they are sensing
at the moment, or what they have been sensing moments, days, or
even years ago. Sensed data might lead us to adjust ourselves, e.g.,
to “sound more mature” or “look professional”, but can also promote
awareness of ourselves and others, affirmation and connection [36]
and foster (self-)reflection [81]. How might we anticipate changes in
behavior or perception caused by sensing devices? Some changes of
behavior or perception might resonate positively, some negatively;
others might even be ethically questionable. To this end, there are
different design options available for how information is sensed,
processed, maybe abstracted or coded, and then feed back to the user.
How might we balance accuracy and abstraction in sensed data? How
a system approaches the different notions of opacity, transparency,
and anonymity (as e.g., discussed by Howell et al. [36]) can influence
what the user makes of this data and how it affects them. How might
we inform the user about what the system learned about them?

4.4

Presence: Eyecam as a Genius loci

Figure 6: Eyecam in a public space staring at passers-by.
Imagine Eyecam is present while you work, eat or sleep. Like
a cat sitting in the corner of your (home-) office, it is just there;
dozing off, silently taking in (or ignoring) your actions, waiting
for you to interact with it, and from time to time acknowledging
your existence with a blink. Would you feel observed? Would
you get used to it? Or would you rather adjust your behavior –
maybe to move more smoothly to not wake it?
Devices with ambient presence can “be there” to offer interactions without catching attention or causing disturbance, e.g., act as
peripheral displays [4, 29], and become a Genius loci in their environment, an incarnation of the “spirit of the place”. Some of them
might move into the background and wait for the user to initiate an
interaction. For instance, a user might walk up to Eyecam raising
their hand in front of the webcam (as suggested in [62]) to signal the
sensing device to deactivate itself, i.e., to close its eyelids. Awaiting
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commands, ambient sensor devices are passive most of the time, but
still listening and waiting for a command to be triggered (Figure 6).
This watchful passiveness and unobtrusive integration with the
environment can cause disembodiment and dissociation [7]: over
time, people simply tend to forget about sensing devices in their
vicinity, which is a door-opener for misuse such as unexpected and
unsolicited dissemination of imagery [74] or audio files [88]. Simultaneously, the sheer plausibility of an ambient (camera) presence
can cause the feeling of being observed. Here, locators [88], i.e.,
feedback mechanisms that cause sensing devices to be discoverable,
become necessary to not have to be always on guard and to provide
a sense of comfort.
This so-called surveillance-pressure, i.e. a negative state of mind
caused by the potentiality of being observed, is made more experienceable by Eyecam. Through exaggeration and personification,
Eyecam can even increase it to an extent where it might become
uncomfortable. This way, it can act as a constant reminder to mind
potential long-term consequences: continued anticipation of being
watched can have severe and unexpected social consequences [32];
ever-observing “eyes” and “ears” might – alike the watchful-eyes
effect – elicit negative emotions, such as annoyance, anxiety, rage,
disgust or shame [66, 67]. This is important because sensing artifacts that remain in the background shape the context of our
experience in a way that is not consciously experienced [99], and
thus not necessarily considered throughout system design.
Think about ubiquitous sensing interwoven with day-to-day social life.
Vigilant devices can have an impact on people in their vicinity,
for instance causing anxiety [66]. When we build, use, or deploy
sensing devices we should consider why and when it needs to be on.
How might we re-design the effect its presence has on people sharing
its space? Ubiquitous sensing devices might be required to take
on different roles, from watchful in one moment, to respectfully
minding a users privacy in another. How might we tell it to go to
sleep? We might even borrow interactions from human customs and
social norms. Waving a good bye [78] or whispering “good night”
to a smart speaker might seem more natural than covering it with
a shielding cardboard box. Nevertheless, there might be situations
where users would not want to bother with telling a sensor what
to do, but would rather expect it to be courteous [44]: the sensing
device would need to infer on its own when it is unwelcome. How
might we combine different ways of sensing to create respectful behavior?

4.5

Agent: Eyecam as Anthropomorphic
Incarnation

Imagine Eyecam having a personality. It might learn to recognize objects you showed it, look sad when you leave, and look
happy when you come back. At some point, it will have learned
enough to start to making its own decisions. It might gain the
agency to decide for itself when it would want to be observant, or
when to be sleepy. Would you let it? Would you expect Eyecam
to be polite or show discretion? How much would you teach it?
And how would you engage in interactions with it?

Eyecam: Revealing Relations between Humans and Sensing Devices
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Figure 7: a) Users can develop a personal bond with Eyecam.
b) Eyecam disappointed that its owner is late.

Advances in artificial intelligence enable sensing devices to gain
more and more agency, i.e., the ability to act and elicit an intended
effect (c.f., Cila et al. [17]). As a result, sensing devices morph from
passive command-takers to more and more autonomous agents. As
such, they gain the ability to pro-actively adapt to their surroundings and connect with people. For instance, Eyecam might observe
its user’s body posture and facial expression, and algorithmically
decide to show compassion. In return, the user might anthropomorphize Eyecam and bond with it (Figure 7a) – or perceive it as a
rather intimidating presence that they can’t fully control. Elaborating potential avenues, Eyecam could be perceived as an autonomous
agent, or the incarnation of the attached device’s soul [61, 97].
Anthropomorphism is a powerful design metaphor to highlight
the agency of sensing devices: Eyecam acts autonomously using
human-like behaviors (Figure 7b), reacts to the user’s actions mimicking self consciousness, and attracts the user’s attention to engage
in a conversation. Eyecam’s human-like appearance also helps to
articulate concerns about human boundaries being invaded by impolite or overbearing sensing devices. It illustrates how, alike young
humans, smart sensing devices would need to learn “the art of social
grace and diplomacy” [17]. Such implicit anthropomorphizing of
Eyecam and similar devices leads to additional design responsibilities. For instance, problematic social implications can arise when
sensing devices acting as submissive virtual assistants are depicted
female, “young and beautiful” or “toned down” to meet perceived
or apparent role expectations [87].
Think about sensing devices possessing agency.
If we want sensing devices to become more proactive and autonomous, we would need to make design decisions about how
much agency they should be granted. How might we let them decide
on their own what and when to sense? Or should we? Sensing devices
sharing our space would need to consider cultural social norms [42],
including both verbal and non verbal communication cues [54]. For
instance, a smart speaker would ideally not interrupt human conversations; for an eye it would be polite to maintain eye contact.
Users might start to rationalize its personality, affectionately bond
with it or project existing prejudices. How might we avoid to embody
stereotypes? With more agency, complexity increases. Hence, the
definition of rule sets becomes both necessary and challenging (as
greatly illustrated by Asimov’s Robot series “I, Robot” [3]). How
might we teach sensing devices to respect boundaries?

DISCUSSION

With this work, we set out to investigate implications of ubiquitous
sensing devices on human-device and human-human relations. In
the following, we take a step back and reflect on our choice of
methods, its limitations and generalizability, as well as implications
for future work.
‘Seeing’ everything around it, Eyecam is well-suited to challenge
the on-looker. Yet, this approach also comes with some inherent
limitations. In particular, we chose a sensing device that is familiar and easy to relate to, but also very specific. As a result, while
many conceptual considerations visualized by Eyecam (e.g., awareness) extend to other sensing devices (e.g., motion sensing radar
chips [53]), some aspects of form factor, usage context, or modality might not fully generalize. In consequence, we ask the reader
(or on-looker) to view Eyecam from a level of abstraction of their
choice, and then re-apply their reflections to the sensing device
they build, use or deploy (c.f., Think about sections). Not all of
the design fictions we implement will apply to all sensing devices,
and some sensing devices might require roles or scenarios beyond
what we present here. For these reasons, this paper also includes
Eyecam’s implementation details that allow other researchers to
build upon our contributions.
Exaggerating human features, Eyecam uses an anthropomorphic
design to physically illustrate scenarios. Hereby, it fosters critical
reflection on the perceived functionality of a familiar sensing device,
the webcam. While we believe that the core idea behind our work –
employing a physical artifact to re-think common assumptions – is
highly potent in surfacing design challenges, anthropomorphism
is not the only design approach to achieve this. In fact, as demonstrated by prior work [48, 75, 77], the essence of making abstract
concepts more physical generalizes to a wide range of high- and
low-fidelity artifacts. In addition, it is reasonable to question the
aestheticism of anthropomorphic design, which is neither minimal nor clean. One might also note that Eyecam is not entirely
human-like: rather than assembling Eyecam from pre-used human
parts (c.f. Shelley [85]), we opted for electro-mechanical actuators
and silicone; the integrated servo motors create a slightly squeaking
or squawking noise. With the sounds in sync with the eyeball’s
movements, this not-fully-human appeal contributes to a slight
creepiness, which do not distract from the uncanny and anthropomorphic effects but rather enhances it. Nevertheless, we believe
that the choice of anthropomorphic design, and Eyecam’s uncanny
appearance, is particularly well suited for questions around perceived comfort and privacy. For instance, Eyecam’s exaggeration
renders the so-called privacy paradox [65] visible: when prompted,
most people would self-report higher levels of privacy concern
than indicated by their behavior, culminating in the statement “It’s
Creepy, But It Doesn’t Bother Me” [71].
This work touches upon a variety of themes around ubiquitous sensing devices. In writing this paper we deliberately decided
for breadth instead of depth, which results in some aspects to be
omitted or only brushed. While many of these themes are covered
individually and in detail in prior work, we also fully acknowledge
that there is much left to be said, debated and speculated about.
By contributing our reasoning behind Eyecam’s design process
and the resulting speculative overview perspectives, we hope to
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provide new incentives and starting points for reflections beyond
what is covered in this work. While not originally intended, some
aspects of Eyecam might also fall in line with debates in and around
post-human design, for instance the way how so-called “smart” or
“intelligent” objects (like Eyecam) are designed and conceived [98].
Through our explorations and reflections on Eyecam we identified five roles a sensing device can assume with regard to a person:
Observer, Mediator, Mirror, Presence, and Agent. They allow to articulate design fictions (Imagine’s), and distill a number of concrete
prompts for the design of sensing devices (Think about’s). In particular, they (un)cover the challenges of (1) employing sensing in a
way that is not opaque to the user; (2) finding a balance between
mediation and intrusion; (3) anticipating behavior change in response to feeling ‘watched’ (4) creating smart sensing devices to
be present where needed, but respectfully absent when not; and
(5) granting the ‘right’ amount of agency to smart sensing devices.
Using Eyecam to articulate these challenges, we hope to spark attention, awareness and a bit of joy, amongst designers and developers
beyond the group of researchers looking already into ethical, social
and privacy issues with sensing devices.

6

CONCLUSION

With this work we sought to re-think and re-conceptualize the
potential implications of ubiquitous sensing devices on individuals and on societal life. To foster critical reflection, we presented
Eyecam an anthropomorphic webcam resembling a human eye and
speculate on potential roles it can take. Through exaggeration, Eyecam surfaced design challenges that might be generalized to other
types of sensing devices, and calls for responsible, but bold design
decisions. At last, we contribute Eyecam as functional prototype to
be re-produced and re-appropriated by researchers, designers, or
makers who wish to experience it, explore it, and extend to create
provoking, novel or uncanny sensing devices.
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